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Abstract. In this paper we present a new visual novel system “NOVELICA”
which employed Japanese anime like character agent and segmented the lesson
to conversation size. It is designed to make exciting pace like an entertainment
content than ordinary lessons and it is easier to control progression than video
learning. We compared with NOVELICA to previous visual novel system and
video learning system. And we found that NOVELICA can reduce stress and
keeping arousal in learning mathematics, and it makes easier to touch mathe-
matics content.
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1 Introduction

There are many students who are not good at or have anxiety towards math [1]. In
many cases, math above the high school level requires cross-referencing of knowledge
of various units and, depending on the student, creating the need for instructional
pacing that suits the individual.

In recent years, there have been many examples of adaptive learning that introduce
an e-Learning system as a follow-up to the one-to-many lecture format. In particular,
the self-study system for visual lessons is easy to match to a schedule and is often used
in universities and corporate training. However, they do not take into account the pace
of students usually, there is no interaction with a teacher and it is difficult to maintain
the motivation to study [2], which leads to stress during the learning process. It is
known that stress during studying puts pressure on working memory and has a negative
effect on learning study contents. Therefore, stress management is becoming a popular
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matter to work on in schools and at home [3, 4]. Although stress comes from various
sources, such as from a dislike of a subject or circumstances at home, either source
negatively affects learning.

There are numerous scales when speaking generally about instructional pacing, and
we can even consider choosing what to study on a certain day based on a monthly
study schedule as instructional pacing. Conventional systems split study into sections
such as “trigonometric functions” and “differentials and integrals” according to a
learner’s comprehension and even use single lessons to keep up pace with the student.
However, there has been no consideration made so far for attentive pacing corre-
sponding to motivation and mood for studying in one lesson.

To consider this, it will be necessary to review a new time structure that differs from
that held by existing contents such as videos. Therefore, this study focuses on the time
structuring of e-Learning systems and developed NOVELICA.

2 NOVELICA

NOVELICA is designed to make exciting pace on visual novel content by segmenting
to conversation sized block. The existing self-study e-Learning systems can be split up
into the two types of automatic progression and manual progression when classifying
them based on the pace of lesson progression, and each has their own issues.

The video learning system (automatic progression) can be watched with comfort,
and since the visual novel system (manual progression) has the time structural
advantage of being able to carefully read content, we examined a time segmenting
method that allows us to incorporate both of these.

NOVELICA is a visual novel system which splits lessons into time segments of
single response prompts of conversations in order to solve the aforementioned issues
[5]. These are referred to as “blocks”. One block consists of a single voice file, and text
and images are displayed in sync with the conversation from that voice file. One block
therefore maintains prosodic information intended by the teacher (Figs. 1 and 2).

Because one conversation’s asking and replying takes 5 to 10 s, the recommended
length of a block is 5 to 10 s. There is also no essential need for clicks in between each
block, and a video experience is made possible by having the game automatically

Fig. 1. Time structure of visual novel
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progress. A big difference when compared to video is that the producer can insert click
prompts (response prompts) in between blocks anywhere they choose. In other words,
they can basically progress it automatically, like a video, while leaving it to the student
to progress in situations where they want to put emphasis on speech or give the student
time for deliberation. In addition, it is a semi-automatic type system that allows the user
to stop at the current block or jump to a block of her choice in the middle of automatic
progression. Since speech can be cued for each block, listening back to topics can be
carried out smoothly. And inserting click prompts (response prompts) makes the
learner keep suitable arousal level. This is because learner does not know where the
prompts are and they have to be awake to respond. Teacher can design pace of the
lesson and learner can control its progress adjusting to individual motivation and
feeling.

We developed the first NOVELICA content named “AKAHONe! Prototype A”
(Fig. 3). This content is designed to reduce the negative feeling on mathematics by
putting exciting conversation like an entertainment video. And it focused its speedy
progress pace. The content consists of two characters’ conversation. The first one is a
high school girl character, Su, and she acts as a teacher. The second one is a high
school boy, Shikine, and he acts as a learner. Both characters are drew like a Japanese
anime style and in comical way because it is popular among young people. Learners
can superimpose themselves on Shikine and watch content of Su’s lesson.

Fig. 2. Time structure of NOVELICA

Fig. 3. NOVELICA content “AKAHONe! Prototype A“
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3 Evaluation

Two evaluation were conducted for NOVELICA. The first one was conducted to
compare NOVELICA to other type of e-learning system [5]. 21 Japanese men and
women who had graduated high school and reported to have weak interests at math
cooperated as participants for the experiment. We used Two-Dimensional Mood Scale
[6] and POMS [7] as evaluation indicators. The results indicated that NOVELICA’s
segmentation makes it possible to create individually suited lesson paces and acts as a
time structure that reduces stress during learning and assists with comprehension. The
second one was held during the workshop “Games, culture and science for boys and
girls”. This event took place at the Gunnerus Library (Trondheim, Norway) (Fig. 4).
Participants were 10 Norwegian men and women aged 13 to 70 years old. After playing
NOVELICA, participants answered mathematical questions and feeling questions
about NOVELICA. And we measured how long participant takes for each block and
whole lesson time they took. Among the impressions of the participants, there were
things that “I liked that it taught a lot of information in such a short time” and “I like the
way it kind a looked like anime”. This is thought that our content was effective for
touching mathematics. But some participants said “It was too fast to understand” and
we found they tend to take a longtime (more than 1 min) for thinking to respond to a
prompt in playing NOVELICA. It will be our next task to clarify the relationship
between thinking time and whether or not leaner can enjoy lesson content.

4 Conclusion

NOVELICA is a visual novel system which segment the lesson to conversation size
and make progress automatic. Developer can design exciting paced lesson on
NOVELICA to make people forget their negative feelings on mathematics with
Japanese anime like characters. For the future work, clarify the relationship between
thinking time and whether or not leaner can enjoy lesson content and we will develop
other subjects of NOVELICA content.
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Fig. 4. The workshop “Games, culture and science for boys and girls”
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